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Executive Summary 
Objective: 

The Orlando Main Streets Bicycle and Pedestrian Study identified improvements to bicycle and 
pedestrian infrastructure within two Orlando Main Street Districts: the Mills 50 District and the Milk 
District. The aim of this study was to find the improvement projects the City of Orlando could advance 
that would integrate into the fabric of each district improving both circulation and access to the 
businesses and surrounding residential neighborhoods. 

Study Process: 

The project team, City staff and district stakeholders established a direction in the first phase of this 
project focused on improving the safety and network for bicyclist and pedestrians. In the second phase, 
the principles from the direction led into the development of feasible improvement concepts for both 
districts. Ten concepts created by the project team were evaluated for each District with the top five 
presented to the public. The third and final phase of the study was to develop three leading, 
implementable projects for each district. These projects are presented in a ‘grant-ready’ format to 
support the City attaining the funds to implement the improvements. 

Project Development: 
A principal consideration for this study was to find projects that the City could accomplish relatively 
quickly while still having a big impact. Another advantage of these smaller projects is that they ten d 
to be less disruptive to the business community. To this extent, the concepts and subsequent 
projects developed are considered effective, lower cost alternatives to full street reconstruction. Full 
reconstruction is much more difficult to fund and execute. However the projects and identified 
approaches set the stage for future improvements and possible full reconstruction. 

The three projects developed for each district unified the initial ten concepts to the extent possible by 
geographic area and sought to provide implementable sets of concepts that coordinate well with each 
other. The three projects for each District were defined as: 
 
Mills 50 District: 

1. North Mills Avenue Streetscape and Crossing Enhancements 
2. Central Mills Avenue Pedestrian Crossings 
3. Hyer & Thornton Avenues Median & Pedestrian Crossing 

Milk District: 
1. Primrose Drive Complete Street 
2. South Street Complete Street 
3. Bumby Avenue Access Management 

 
Implementation Plans: 

For each of the projects, conceptual plans have been developed to clearly display the idea and how it 
would fit into the community. The conceptual plans are used to develop preliminary opinions of 
probable cost to construct to support grant or other funding applications. Finally, each project is 
supported with a detailed write up of the implementation steps and design considerations.  

Collectively, this study and the supporting plans position the City to enhance the vibrant main street 
communities in the Mills 50 and Milk Districts. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Orlando Main Streets Bicycle and Pedestrian Study identified improvements to bicycle and 
pedestrian infrastructure within two Orlando Main Street Districts: the Mills 50 District and the Milk 
District. The aim of this study was to find the improvement projects the City of Orlando could advance 
that would integrate into the fabric of each district improving both circulation and access to the 
businesses and surrounding residential neighborhoods. 

The project team, City staff and district stakeholders established a direction in the first phase of this 
project focused on improving the safety and network for bicyclist and pedestrians. In the second phase, 
the principles from the direction led into the development of feasible improvement concepts for both 
districts. Ten concepts created by the project team were evaluated for each District with the top five 
presented to the public. The third and final phase of the study was to develop three leading, 
implementable projects for each district. These projects are presented in a ‘grant-ready’ format to 
support the City attaining the funds to implement the improvements. 

 This report presents the process and the resulting action plan for each of three projects per district. 

 

VISION, GOALS, AND EVALUATION CRITERIA 
Through phase 1 of this study, each district provided a vision for the project team to build upon in 
subsequent steps. The Mills 50 District envisions a safer corridor where pedestrians are able to access 
restaurants, shops, festivals, and more by improving walkability. The Milk District desires an 
environment where recreation can thrive and be connected through a stronger bicycle network.  The 
themes, each with associated goals, for both communities include:  

• Safety 

• Convenience 

• Comfort 

• Connection 

• Attractiveness 

Using the themes and goals established in phase one, evaluation criteria were developed to ensure 
improvement concepts reflect measures consistent with the districts’ vision. Various improvement 
concepts were identified, with the top three projects that aligned closest with the evaluation criteria 
recommended for further development. The complete analysis of the Districts Direction can be found 
in Attachment 1: District Bicycle and Pedestrian Direction Memorandum. 
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CONCEPT FEASIBILITY 
Through phase 2 of this study, the study team developed conceptual projects for each district and 
assessed the projects for their feasibility of construction and the applicability to the vision of each 
District. 

Existing Bicycle and Pedestrian Conditions 
The Milk District and Mills 50 District study areas are unique urban environments, each with varying 
levels of existing pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure. These districts are principally business districts 
with the store fronts lining the public right-of-way. The neighborhoods surrounding the districts include 
multi-family and single-family residential, schools and recreational opportunities such as parks and 
recreation centers supporting a diverse community. The charm of the districts also attracts visitors 
from throughout Central Florida, increasing both business activity and travel demand to the area. 
These conditions are discussed further by district in the following sections.  

Preliminary Analysis 
Analysis for the districts involved field review, desktop research, and technical analysis. One area of 
focus included evaluation of segment Level of Service (LOS) and intersection volume-to-capacity 
(V/C) ratios to determine if geometric changes were feasible while maintaining vehicular service 
expectations. Another included review of pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicle crash history to identify areas 
of safety concern within each district. 

Walking Audits & Charrettes 
Walking audits were conducted in each district to engage with stakeholders and identify hazards or 
barriers to the pedestrian and bicyclist experience from a user perspective. Each walking audit 
concluded with an interactive charrette, summarizing the day’s observations, as well as initial 
improvement concepts to target identified issues, concerns, and opportunities. 

Concept Refinement and Evaluation 
Mills 50 District 
The Mills 50 District is an active destination centered on two of the City’s busiest streets. The frequent 
pedestrian and bicycle activity in the district is obscured in part due to the heavy vehicular traffic 
volumes and the lack of accommodations. However, review of the transportation facilities, traffic, 
crashes, and field observations indicates that there is a both a desire and a need for additional 
pedestrian crossings as well as options for creating a denser bicycling network around the community. 
The project team identified ten (10) distinct and implementable projects throughout the district. Many 
of these projects would be enhanced by the completion of others, but each have value in and unto 
themselves when funding is available to advance them to design and construction. Table 4 
summarizes each of the projects with its rank and score based on the evaluation criteria. Figure 1 
shows the bicycle and pedestrian master plan projects summary for the Mills 50 District, with a 
representative conceptual sketch or photo for each project. Attachment 2: District Bicycle and 
Pedestrian Feasibility Memorandum 2, Appendix D has the detailed scoring sheets for each project 
concept. 
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Table 1 | Mills 50 District Concepts Rank and Score 

Rank Name Score 

1 Intersection Corner Enhancements between Park Lake and Montana Street  17.1 
2 Oregon, Canton and Weber Streets Crosswalks and Medians  13.2 
3 Hyer and Thornton Avenue Crosswalks and Medians 11.8 
4 North Mills Avenue Streetscape 4.9 
5 Nebraska Street Eastbound Approach Corner Enhancements 4.8 
6 Altaloma Avenue Crosswalk and Median 4.4 
7 Concord Street Crosswalks and Intersection Branding 4.2 
8 Virginia Drive and Nebraska Street Protected Pedestrian Signal Phases 3.6 
9 Park Lake Street Crosswalk and Median 3.5 

10 Montana Street Crosswalk and Median 3.5 
 

Milk District 
The Milk District is an active area for bicyclist and pedestrians today. The review of the transportation 
facilities, traffic, crashes, and field observations indicates that there is a need for additional bicycle and 
pedestrian pathways, as well as room within the right-of-way to accommodate those pathways. The 
project team identified ten (10) distinct and implementable projects throughout the district. Many of 
these projects would be enhanced by the completion of others, but each have value in and unto 
themselves when funding is available to advance them to design and construction. Table 5 
summarizes each of the projects with its rank and score based on the evaluation criteria. Figure 2 
shows the bicycle and pedestrian master plan projects summary for the Milk District, with a 
representative conceptual sketch or photo for each project. Attachment 2: District Bicycle and 
Pedestrian Feasibility Memorandum 2, Appendix D includes the detailed scoring sheets for each 
project concept. 

Table 2 | Milk District Concepts Rank and Score 

Rank Name Score 

1 North Primrose Drive Complete Street 18.0 
2 South Street Complete Street 16.0 
3 Bumby Avenue Access Management 14.6 
4 Graham Avenue Sidewalks 14.2 
5 Graham Avenue Roundabouts 5.3 
6 South Primrose Drive 4.8 
7 Primrose Drive at Colonial Drive Protected Pedestrian Signal Phases 4.1 
8 Amelia Street Cycle Track 3.6 
9 Graham Avenue Festival Block 2.7 

10 Livingston Street Sidewalks 1.3 
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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 
An array of outreach and engagement techniques were utilized throughout the project to obtain 
feedback from the public and key stakeholders on district issues, concerns, and opportunities, as well 
as improvement concepts and priorities. This section summarizes the public involvement efforts 
employed throughout the project.  

Online Mapping 
The project team provided the opportunity for stakeholders and community members to identify areas 
of concern and opportunity through an online mapping platform accessible through the City’s project 
website. The tool was promoted through social media and at each of the project outreach activities. 
During phases 1 and 2 of the study, the online map garnered almost 250 comments. The online map 
comments helped guide the efforts of the project team during the walking audits and allowed the team 
to plan for focused attention on locations of significant community concern. 

 

Kick-off Meeting  
A stakeholder kick-off meeting was held 
November 14, 2017 at Quantum Leap Winery 
and was the first opportunity for the project 
team to hear directly from members of the two 
communities. The purpose of the meeting was 
to gain project direction from a steering group 
of stakeholders who live, work, or own a 
business in the districts or the adjoining 
neighborhoods. The team used several 
activities to assist attendees in identifying 
overall priorities and specific issues that the study can address including play money priorities, map 
deliberations, and district visioning.  
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Walking Audits and Charrettes 
Walking audits in each district were conducted to assist with tactical identification of concern areas. 
Stakeholders from each of the districts participated alongside study staff, district representatives, and 
City of Orlando management. Through this exercise, participants from each district uncovered 
additional hazards and barriers to the pedestrian and bicyclist experience. Each walking audit 
concluded with an interactive charrette, summarizing the day’s observations and identifying initial 
ideas and concepts for potential improvements.  

 

Pop-Up Planning  
To further connect with district residents and visitors, the project team conducted a series of pop-up 
planning events. Pop-up planning is a public involvement approach to involve the community at events 
where they are, rather than requiring attendance at a specific project-related event. For this project, 
pop-up planning was conducted at popular district and area events and allowed the public to provide 
feedback via map boards and discussion. Additionally, participants were able to log on to the online 
mapping tool, mentioned previously, with an ipad and identify areas of concern. The schedule of the 
events included the following, which resulted in 110 total contacts:  

    

Sunday January 28th  Saturday, March 10th  Saturday, May 26th  Thursday, June 21st 

Pop-Up Planning Outreach: 110 Total Contacts 
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Public Meeting  
 

Public involvement concluded with a 
final public meeting to showcase the 
project process and proposed 
concepts for each district. The meeting 
was held July 12th from 6:00 – 7:00 PM 
at Colonialtown Center. The format 
included an opportunity for attendees 
to walk around and see the concepts, 
interact with the project team, and ask 
questions. This was followed by a 
formal presentation, detailing each of 
the concepts in depth. The 
presentation concluded with an 
interactive mobile polling activity and 
Q & A, allowing participants to provide 
feedback directly to the project team. 
Total attendance for the workshop was 
35 participants, representing the 
cyclists, residents, and businesses for 
each of the districts.   

Feedback received from the workshop 
was very positive for all of the 
concepts presented. This can be 
viewed in the following participant 
comment: 

“As a pedestrian who was struck by 
a car while crossing 50 (in a 
crosswalk with a walk signal) I am 
for all the options that aid 
pedestrian safety.” 
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DISTRICT ACTION PLANS 
With concurrence from the public outreach process on the three most important projects in each district 
as originally scored and prioritized, the next step in the process was to create a District Action Plan. 
This consists of more developed project concept sheets for the top three projects in each district, along 
with preliminary cost estimates, potential phasing, and partnering opportunities and other key 
implementation strategies. Concept summary sheets are provided for each project that are “grant-
ready” as the City pursues various potential funding opportunities.  

Project Development 
A principal consideration for this study was to find projects that the City could accomplish sensitive to 
the impact of construction cost. To this extent, the concepts and subsequent projects developed are 
considered effective low cost alternatives.  

The three projects developed for each district unified the initial ten concepts to the extent possible by 
geographic area and sought to provide implementable sets of concepts that coordinate well with each 
other. The three projects for each District were defined as: 
 
Mills 50 District: 

1. North Mills Avenue Streetscape and Crossing Enhancements 
2. Central Mills Avenue Pedestrian Crossings 
3. Hyer & Thornton Avenues Median & Pedestrian Crossing 

Milk District: 
1. Primrose Drive Complete Street 
2. South Street Complete Street 
3. Bumby Avenue Access Management 

 
Concept plan sheets for each of the six projects are included in Attachment 3. 

Opinion of Probable Cost Methodology 
Probable construction costs are provided for each project evaluated. Construction costs are based on 
an initial general cost for new curb, gutter, and pavement with additional components added as 
needed. The additional components include items such as signs and markings; drainage elements 
such as drainage pipe modifications; traffic elements such as crosswalks and median islands; and 
other elements such as additional signals or signal head modifications. The cost for utility relocations 
are not included. Right-of-way (ROW) is also not included and effort has been made to not require 
additional ROW, though right of entry agreements may be needed to complete some improvements.  

All estimates of probable cost also include the following as percentages relative to construction: 
• Mobilization, 
• Maintenance of traffic (MOT),  
• Erosion control,  
• Landscaping,  
• Construction Engineering and Inspection (CEI), 
• Engineering and Design 
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• Survey and ROW Mapping 
• Project Unknowns (Contingency) 

 
The cost of smaller projects vary greatly and often some elements may be a higher percentage of 
construction than larger projects and therefore more difficult to forecast. Details of the construction 
cost elements for each project are provided in Attachment 3. 
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MILLS 50 DISTRICT: PROJECT 1 
NORTH MILLS AVENUE STREETSCAPE AND CROSSING ENHANCEMENTS 
PURPOSE PROJECT LOCATION 

The Mills Park development on North Mills Avenue has created greater demand to cross Mills 
Avenue and additional conflicts between pedestrians and vehicles. The project improves 
pedestrian crossings at Nebraska Street and Virginia Drive, and adds new parking, curb 
extensions, median islands, and landscaping on the Mills Avenue corridor. 

 

Key Bicycle and Pedestrian Benefits: 

     
Connectivity  Parking  Asthetics 

Better crosswalks 
with protected signal 
phasing 

 Additional on-street 
parking – buffer and 

calming 

 New landscaped 
medians 

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS 
• Coordinate with FDOT on an additional traffic engineering study that may be required for 

traffic signal timing changes, additional on-street parking, and access management changes 
with the introduction of median islands.  

• Evaluate street lighting along this section of Mills Avenue and consider upgrades (such as to 
LED light fixtures) as part of this project, if warranted. 

• Coordinate with LYNX on bus stops, including placement and use of pullouts vs. bus bulbs. 
• Continue coordination and project outreach with adjacent property owners and Mills 50 

District leadership as project moves forward into design and construction. 
• Choices for landscaping and hardscaping should be consistent with community goals and 

expectations for aesthetics and maintenance. 
• A public hearing will be required during the design phase for any access management 

modifications. 
• Project Phasing: Recommended to complete all three project components (1a, 1b, and 1c) 

concurrently. Consider additional curb extensions and median islands beyond those shown 
in the concept, such as curb extensions at driveways, either as part of this project or a future 
phase. This may provide an opportunity for additional landscaping and traffic calming through 
this section of the Mills Avenue corridor.  

 

1a North Mills Avenue Streetscape 1b 
Nebraska Street East Approach  
Corner Enhancements 1c 

Virginia Drive & Nebraska Street 
Protected Signal Phases 

   
The North Mills Avenue Streetscape project concept 
uses a combination of restriping, curb extensions, and 
a raised median to narrow lanes and provide on-street 
parking on the west side of the street adjacent to Mills 
Park from Nebraska Street to south of Princeton 
Street. This adds an additional buffer for pedestrians 
and creates landscaping opportunities on the 
southbound access to the district. 

The corners are proposed to be modified providing a 
feasible curb radii for large vehicle turns and providing 
space for pedestrians to wait. The project also realigns 
the crosswalks from the northeast corner to provide a 
straighter, shorter path across the respective streets. 
 

The existing operation has right-turn lanes on the 
westbound approach at each intersection allowing for 
permitted right turns concurrent with the pedestrian 
crossing on the north leg. The project adds right-turn 
specific signal heads used to prohibit vehicle right turns 
when the pedestrian crossing is activated. The 
westbound right-turn movements are given protected 
time during the southbound left-turn phase at each 
intersection. 

PROJECT CONSIDERATIONS 
Roadway / Traffic 
During design, evaluate adequacy 
of sight distance with added curb 
extensions. Maximize pedestrian 
space in no parking zones. At the 
westbound approaches of 
Nebraska Street and Virginia Drive, 
protected pedestrian phases 
require overall signal retiming. 
Verify access changes due to 
median island locations are 
acceptable. 

Property Access 
No property access is modified 
through this project.  

Drainage 
Relocation of drainage inlets and 
impacts to stormwater should be 
confirmed to adequately drain Mills 
Avenue and the side streets to 
maintain a dry surface for the 
bottom of each ADA compliant curb 
ramp. Proper pipe sizes based on 
storm water requirements need to 
be determined at time of design. 

Utilities 
The above ground utilities should 
not be affected. Any sub-surface 
utilities should be located and 
considered in the design of the curb 
extensions.  

Public Involvement 
Using the City’s existing public 
communications framework, the 
community should remain informed 
about the project. FDOT and the 
property and business owners 
directly fronting the project should 
be consulted individually. 

Opinion of Probable Cost: $674,000 
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MILLS 50 DISTRICT: PROJECT 2 
CENTRAL MILLS AVENUE PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS 
PURPOSE PROJECT LOCATION 
The central section of Mills Avenue serves a variety of businesses that rely on the on-street 
parking on both sides of Mills Avenue and results in a concentration of pedestrian crossing 
demand. This series of curb extensions and median refuge islands connects the businesses and 
street parking by providing improved and safe crossing opportunities for people walking and riding 
bikes, and adds a traffic calming effect along with improved landscaping and aesthetics.  

 

Key Bicycle and Pedestrian Benefits: 

   

 

 
Connectivity  Traffic  Aesthetics 

Five new marked  
crosswalks with 
median refuges 

 Access Management  New landscaped 
medians and curb 

extensions 
IMPLEMENTATION 

• Coordinate with FDOT on an additional traffic engineering study required for access 
management and traffic circulation changes with the introduction of median islands; 
justification of marked pedestrian crossings and determination of appropriate traffic control; 
potential signal timing changes; and modifications to on-street parking with curb extensions. 

• Evaluate street lighting along this section of Mills Avenue and consider including upgrades 
(such as to LED light fixtures) as part of this project, if warranted. 

• Coordinate with LYNX on bus stops, including placement and use of pullouts vs. bus bulbs. 
• Continue coordination and project outreach with adjacent property owners and Mills 50 

District leadership as project moves forward into design and construction, particularly 
regarding changes to access and the number of on-street parking spaces. 

• Choices for landscaping and hardscaping should be consistent with community goals and 
expectations for aesthetics and maintenance. 

• A public hearing will be required during the design phase for any access management 
modifications. 

• Project Phasing: Recommended to complete all four project components (2a, 2b, 2c, 2d) 
concurrently, but option to complete medians and crossings independently based on 
justification. Consider additional curb extensions and median islands beyond those shown in 
the concept, such as curb extensions at driveways, either as part of this project or a future 
phase. This provides an opportunity for landscaping and traffic calming through this section 
of the Mills Avenue corridor.  

2a 
Intersection Corner 
Enhancements between Park 
Lake & Montana Streets  

2b 
Montana Street Crosswalk 
& Median 2c 

Oregon, Canton, & Weber 
Streets Crosswalks & 
Medians 

2d 
Park Lake Street 
Crosswalk & Median 

   z  

Maximizes pedestrian space, shortens 
crossing distances, and provides 
landscaping opportunities by adding 
curb extensions along Mills Avenue and 
the cross streets at each intersection 
inclusive of Mills Avenue between Park 
Lake Street and Montana Street.  

Adds a raised median and marked 
crosswalk across Mills Avenue at 
Montana Street. Provides an opportunity 
for aesthetic enhancement to Mills 
Avenue and potential traffic calming. The 
median island maintains directional 
northbound and southbound lefts onto 
Montana Street. 

Adds a raised median along Mills 
Avenue between Oregon and Canton 
Streets, and a raised median island at 
Weber Street, maintaining directional left 
turns. Marked crosswalks are added at 
Oregon, Canton, and Weber Streets. 
The project provides opportunities for 
safer crossings, improved aesthetics, 
and potential traffic calming. 

Adds a raised median and marked 
crosswalk across Mills Avenue at Park 
Lake Street placed between the two 
offset legs of the cross street. It also 
provides an opportunity for aesthetic 
enhancement to Mills Avenue and 
potential traffic calming. The median 
island maintains directional northbound 
and southbound lefts onto Park Lake 
Street. 

CONSIDERATIONS 
Roadway / Traffic 
During design, evaluate adequacy 
of sight distance with added curb 
extensions. Traffic moved from the 
five access managed side streets 
should be accounted for at the 
signalized intersections of Lake 
Highland Drive and Marks Street. 

Property Access 
Circulation in the local street grid 
may be required to enter and exit 
businesses. On the east side this 
can be accomplished using Shine, 
Portland, and Pine Grove Avenues. 
On the west side, Thornton Avenue 
serves this purpose. 

Drainage 
Relocation of drainage inlets and 
impacts to stormwater should be 
confirmed to adequately drain Mills 
Avenue and the side streets to 
maintain a dry surface for the 
bottom of each ADA compliant curb 
ramp. Proper pipe sizes based on 
storm water requirements to be 
determined at time of design. 

Utilities 
The above ground utilities should 
not be affected through this project. 
Any sub-surface utilities should be 
located and considered in the 
design of the curb extensions. 

Public Involvement 
Using the City’s existing public 
communications framework, the 
community should remain informed 
about the project. FDOT and the 
property and business owners 
directly fronting the project should 
be consulted individually. 
 

Opinion of Probable Cost: $2,294,000 
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MILLS 50 DISTRICT: PROJECT 3 
HYER & THORNTON AVENUES MEDIAN & PEDESTRIAN CROSSING 
PURPOSE PROJECT LOCATION 

Facilitates safe access and mobility for pedestrians, bicyclists, and vehicles in and around the 
businesses west of the Mills Avenue / Colonial Drive (SR 50) intersection by reducing the number 
of conflict points in an area with a history of left-turn and angle crashes, and provides a safe 
crossing opportunity for people walking or riding bikes. 

 

Key Bicycle and Pedestrian Benefits: 

    
Safety Connectivity Aesthetics Traffic 

Remove angle and 
left turn movements 

New crosswalk on 
between Summerlin 

and Mills Ave 

New landscaped 
medians and curb 

extensions 

Access 
Management / 

Pedestrian Signal 
IMPLEMENTATION 
• Coordinate with FDOT on an additional traffic engineering study required for access 

management and traffic circulation changes with the introduction of the median island and 
minimal width separator; justification of marked pedestrian crossing and determination of 
appropriate traffic control; potential signal timing changes; and modifications to on-street 
parking with curb extensions.  

• Evaluate street lighting along this section of Colonial Drive and consider including upgrades 
(such as to LED light fixtures) as part of this project, if warranted, particularly at pedestrian 
crossing. 

• Coordinate with LYNX on bus stops, including placement and use of pullouts vs. bus bulbs. 
• Continue coordination and project outreach with adjacent property owners and Mills 50 

District leadership as project moves forward into design and construction, particularly 
regarding potential changes to access and the number of on-street parking spaces. 

• Choices for landscaping and hardscaping should be consistent with community goals and 
expectations for aesthetics and maintenance. 

• A public hearing will be required during the design phase for any access management 
modifications. 

 

3a Hyer & Thornton Avenues Median & Pedestrian Crossing 

  

DESCRIPTION 
This concept introduces a median island allowing for a bicycle and pedestrian refuge and connection across Colonial Drive at Hyer Avenue. A raised separator between 
Hyer Avenue to Mills Avenue limits movement on Thornton Avenue to right-in / right out access and prohibits left turns from Colonial Drive to Thornton Avenue. At Hyer 
Avenue, the side street would be limited to right-in / right-out access only, and left turns from Colonial Drive to Hyer Avenue would be limited to the eastbound direction 
only. This change is in response to the disproportionate number of left-turn and angle crashes at these intersections. Together these two improvements better define 
the pedestrian space, parking areas and connectivity from the Lake Eola Heights neighborhood to the Mills 50 Main Street. Finally, this crossings could be controlled 
with a signal providing a dedicated period for people walking or riding bikes across Colonial Drive, or alternatively enhanced with supplemental traffic control such as 
RRFBs. Further study would be needed to confirm the appropriate traffic control for the crossing. 

PROJECT CONSIDERATIONS 
Roadway / Traffic 
During design, evaluate adequacy 
of sight distance with added curb 
extensions. Traffic rerouted from 
Hyer and Thornton Avenues should 
be accounted for at the signalized 
intersections of Summerlin and 
Mills Avenues. The crossing may 
require signalization. 

Property Access 
Circulation in the local street grid 
may be required to enter and exit 
businesses. On the south side of 
Colonial Drive, this is accomplished 
using Concord Street. On the north 
side, Park Lake Street serves this 
purpose. 

Drainage 
Relocation of drainage inlets and 
impacts to stormwater should be 
confirmed to adequately drain 
Colonial Drive and the side streets 
to maintain a dry surface for the 
bottom of each ADA compliant curb 
ramp. Proper pipe sizes based on 
storm water requirements needs to 
be determined at time of design. 

Utilities 
The above ground utilities should 
not be affected through this project. 
Any sub-surface utilities should be 
located and considered in the 
design of the curb extensions. 

Public Involvement 
Using the City’s existing public 
communications framework, the 
community should remain informed 
about the project. FDOT as well as 
the property and business owners 
directly fronting the project should 
be consulted individually. 

Opinion of Probable Cost:  $700,000 
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ORLANDO MAIN STREETS 
Bicycle & Pedestrian Improvement Study
Figure 4 - Project Summary
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MILK DISTRICT: PROJECT 1 
NORTH PRIMROSE DRIVE COMPLETE STREET 
PURPOSE PROJECT LOCATION 
The North Primrose Drive Complete Street project creates a multi-modal corridor from Colonial 
Drive to Robinson Street with an all ages shared use facility, primarily located on the east side of 
the roadway. The project includes multiple midblock crossing locations, including a direct 
connection from the Central Florida Leadership Academy to the LYNX Superstop adjacent to the 
Colonial Plaza shopping center. It enhances trail connectivity via a direct connection to the Bumby 
Avenue Path, and a future direct trail connection to the Cady Way Trail. 

 

Key Bicycle and Pedestrian Benefits: 

    
Connectivity Traffic Aesthetics Transit 

Two new crosswalks 
and new shared use 

path 

New left turn lane New landscaped 
medians 

Connection from 
charter school to 
LYNX Superstop 

IMPLEMENTATION 
• Project Phasing: Could be achieved in a single construction project or phased based on the 

mode specific components. There are four primary construction components to the project: 
o Reconfiguration from four-lane undivided to three-lane roadway. Recommended to 

be completed as part of forthcoming City resurfacing project. Option to include 
southbound bike lane and shared lane markings in the northbound direction. 

o Shared use path from Robinson Street to south of Fairgreen Street.  
o Shared use path from south of Fairgreen Street to Rosedale Street.  
o Shared use path on Rosedale Street from Primrose Drive to Bumby Avenue. 

• Pedestrian crossing warrant studies may not be necessary for two midblock crossing 
locations since the south crossing connects the LYNX Superstop to the Central Florida 
Leadership Academy campus, and the north crossing is where the shared use path is 
proposed to shift from the east side to west side of the street, south of Fairgreen Street. 

• Partner with City Parks Department related to features and amenities along the shared use 
path on City-owned property, including Festival Park, Orlando Skate Park, and adjacent to 
the City’s Families, Parks & Recreation, and Teen Youth Center building. 

• Coordinate with FDOT on changes at Colonial Drive and Robinson Street intersections, 
including signal timing changes. 

• Evaluate street lighting along this section of Primrose Drive and consider including upgrades 
(such as to LED light fixtures) as part of this project, if warranted. 

• Continue coordination and outreach about project with adjacent property owners and Milk 
District leadership as project moves forward into design and construction. 

1a 
Primrose Drive / E. Colonial Drive 
Protected Pedestrian Signal Phases 1b North Primrose Drive Complete Street 

   

1a DESCRIPTION 
The use of protected pedestrian signal phases was 
considered to modify the existing traffic signal timing to 
establish a dedicated period for pedestrians and 
bicyclists crossing Colonial Drive. This treatment 
requires exclusive right-turn lanes on Primrose Drive, 
which are unfeasible based on limitations in right-of-
way. Therefore, the concept has been revised to 
provide leading pedestrian intervals, allowing people 
walking or riding bikes to initiate crossing of Colonial 
Drive prior to vehicles receiving a green indication. 

1b DESCRIPTION 
This is a Complete Street retrofit project for the section of Primrose Drive from Jefferson Street north to Colonial 
Drive and wrapping from Primrose Drive to Bumby Avenue along Rosedale Road. The existing four-lane 
undivided Primrose Drive is difficult to cross for bicyclists and pedestrians. The sidewalks along Primrose Drive 
are unconducive to bicycle activity. Frequent bicycle and pedestrian activity has been observed in this area. 
The LYNX Superstop adjacent to Colonial Plaza attracts users from all directions, including the Central Florida 
Leadership Academy, a charter school across Primrose Drive from the Superstop. The North Primrose concept 
includes converting the existing four-lane section to a three-lane section with two median refuge locations, and 
new left-turn lanes. In addition to the ‘between the curbs’ improvements, apparent right-of-way is available for 
the development of an off-street trail facility on the east side of the roadway from Robinson Street to Fairgreen 
Street and on the west side from Fairgreen Street to Colonial Drive. 

CONSIDERATIONS 
Roadway / Traffic 
The reconfiguration of the roadway 
is anticipated through a re-surfacing 
project and includes a continuous 
left-turn lane split by several median 
islands. Signal retiming at the 
Colonial Drive and Robinson Street 
intersections needed based on 
traffic volumes at the time of 
implementation.  

Property Access 
No property access is modified 
through this project. 

Drainage 
Where the curb line is to move 
on Primrose Drive north and 
south of Colonial Drive, inlets 
need to be relocated with 
attention to the mid-block 
crossings and bicycle ramps. 

Utilities 
Utilities exist above ground in most 
locations on this corridor. During 
design, considerations should be made 
on which utilities (i.e., poles) will require 
relocation to maintain proper ADA 
access and sight distance. Any sub-
surface utilities should be located and 
considered in the design of the 
relocated curb lines. 

Public Involvement 
Using the City’s existing public 
communications framework, the 
community should remain informed 
about the project. LYNX and the 
property and business owners 
directly fronting the project should 
be consulted individually. 

Opinion of Probable Cost: $413,000 
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MILK DISTRICT: PROJECT 2 
SOUTH STREET COMPLETE STREET 
PURPOSE PROJECT LOCATION 

Enhances multimodal connectivity along South Street between Crystal Lake Drive and Bumby 
Avenue by adding sidewalk space, parking, and landscaping allowing for safer and inviting access 
to the growing business district along this corridor. 

 

Key Bicycle and Pedestrian Benefits: 

    
Connectivity Parking Aesthetics Traffic Calming 

Wide sidewalk from 
Lake Underhill Path 

through District 

Additional Parking 
along corridor 

Improved hardscape 
and new landscaped 

areas 

Back in parking 
simplifying vehicle 

access 
IMPLEMENTATION STEPS 
• Consider need for an additional traffic engineering study to justify the feasibility of the 

reduction to two lanes (this may be required if the project is initiated prior to completion of the 
proposed jurisdictional transfer of South Street from FDOT to City). Further study may not be 
necessary since the recommended concept maintains a similar number of lanes at each 
signalized intersection compared to today. 

• Continue coordination and project outreach with adjacent property owners and Milk District 
leadership as project moves forward into design and construction, particularly related to 
proposed access and parking changes. On-street parking spaces may be more limited, 
particularly near Bumby Avenue if FDOT sight distance standards are met for all driveways 
and cross streets. Although the number of parking spaces would be increased over the entire 
length of the project, the greatest number of parking spaces may be located farther from the 
most active portion of the study segment. 

• Evaluate street lighting along this section of South Street and consider including upgrades 
(such as to LED light fixtures) as part of this project, if warranted. 

• Coordinate with LYNX on bus stops, including placement and use of pullouts vs. bus bulbs. 
• Business access maintenance during the project is critical to meet the objectives of the 

project. The design plan and maintenance of traffic plans should consider existing vehicular 
access to parking and bicycle and pedestrian connectivity. This may require construction be 
phased by blocks to manage queuing and construction lane reductions. 

• Coordinate with CFX on proposed corner clips on the south side of South Street at Crystal 
Lake Drive and Bumby Avenue, as well as configuration of the approach to the SR 408 
westbound on-ramp west of Bumby Avenue. 

2 South Street Complete Street 

   
DESCRIPTION 
The project represents a Complete Street retrofit of South Street from Crystal Lake Drive to Bumby Avenue adding sidewalk and balancing modal needs. The existing 
three westbound lanes are fronted on the north side by a poorly defined continuous parking area that is neither conducive for parking and maneuvering vehicles nor 
pedestrian activity. The project includes removal of one of the three westbound travel lanes, delineation of on-street back-in angle parking, landscaping islands, and a 
ten-foot wide sidewalk fronting the businesses. The back-in parking would provide additional spaces for the business community compared to the existing parking 
supply and move the frequent loading and unloading to the business-side and away from the street. The landscaping enhances street aesthetics and the business 
district. The ten-foot wide sidewalk allows for pedestrian circulation among the business, and better utilization of the parking for different peak periods and direct 
connection to the existing Lake Underhill / Crystal Lake Trail. 

CONSIDERATIONS 
Roadway / Traffic 
During design, evaluate adequacy 
of sight distance for stopped 
vehicles on side street and driveway 
approaches, especially related to 
proposed parking spaces. 
Intersection operations at the 
Crystal Lake Drive and Bumby 
Avenue intersections should be 
studied to confirm lane configuration 
and signal timing. 

Property Access 
Two minor, redundant driveways on 
South Street are recommended for 
closure. However, no other property 
access is modified through this 
project. During design, additional 
driveway consolidation may be 
considered through cross access 
that would allow for additional 
parking spaces and landscaping 
areas between businesses. 

Drainage 
A valley gutter is proposed to 
channel water from both the 
formalized parking area and the 
roadway. Proper pipe sizes 
based on storm water 
requirements needs to be 
determined at time of design. 

Utilities 
The above ground utilities should not 
be affected through this project. Any 
sub-surface utilities should be located 
and considered in the design of the 
curb extensions.  

Public Involvement 
Using the City’s existing public 
communications framework, the 
community should remain informed 
about the project. CFX as well as 
the property and business owners 
directly fronting the project should 
be consulted individually. 

Opinion of Probable Cost: $2,326,000 
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Mills 50 District Projects Summary 

MILK DISTRICT: PROJECT 3 
BUMBY AVENUE ACCESS MANAGEMENT 
PURPOSE PROJECT LOCATION 

Calm traffic and create pedestrian connectivity between the residential neighborhoods east and 
west of the Milk District and the businesses along Bumby Avenue. Formal pedestrian crossings 
with refuge islands are identified at approximately 330-foot intervals to promote pedestrian 
accessibility. 

 

Key Bicycle and Pedestrian Benefits: 

     
Connectivity  Traffic  Aesthetics 

Crosswalk at each 
side street. 

 Access Management 
though medians 

 Landscaped Medians 

IMPLEMENTATION STEPS 
• Consider need for an additional traffic engineering study related to access management and 

traffic circulation changes with the introduction of median islands; justification of marked 
pedestrian crossings and determination of appropriate traffic control; and potential signal 
timing changes. 

• Continue coordination and project outreach with adjacent property owners and Milk District 
leadership as project moves forward into design and construction, particularly related to 
proposed access, circulation, and landscaping. 

• Evaluate street lighting along this section of Bumby Avenue and consider including upgrades 
(such as to LED light fixtures) as part of this project, if warranted. 

• Coordinate with LYNX on bus stops, including placement and use of pullouts vs. bus bulbs. 
• Consider pairing proposed improvements on Graham Avenue with this project: 

o Midblock crossing opportunities on Bumby Avenue, along with completion of the 
sidewalk on Graham Avenue allowing connection to a lower speed and less 
intimidating pedestrian environment on a parallel street. 

o Limited east-west traffic volume on streets with new medians on Bumby Avenue 
supports potential rotation of stop signs on these streets at Graham Avenue to favor 
through north/south traffic. This helps promote bicycle use on Graham Avenue and 
closely aligns with the concept for mini-roundabouts on Graham Avenue at Church 
Street, Central Boulevard, and Washington Street to improve neighborhood 
circulation and bicycle flow. 

3 Bumby Avenue Access Management 

   
DESCRIPTION 
The Bumby Avenue Access Management project formalizes the access control along Bumby Avenue south of Robinson Street promoting use of the regularly spaced 
roadway access points creating frequent crossing opportunities for bicyclists and pedestrians. The existing typical section consists of five lanes including a continuous 
center turn lane. Today, the signalized intersection at Central Boulevard is the only formalized crossing. This concept includes the addition of four landscaped median 
islands which support four new formal unsignalized crossing locations aligned with Jackson Street, Pine Street, Kilgore Street and Jefferson Street. Enhanced 
crosswalks and other aesthetic features could be added at the Washington Street and Church Street intersections, if these locations were signalized. In total, the three 
existing intersections with formal crossing locations would increase to nine, bringing the average distance between crossings from approximately 1,320 feet (1/4 mile) 
to 330 feet (1/16 mile), consistent with walkable urban areas. Further evaluation is needed to determine the specific traffic control at each of these locations. Some 
could be signalized based on shifts in traffic patterns, which provides improved pedestrian crossing amenities. For median locations, further study is needed to justify 
the inclusion of marked crosswalks and additional traffic control, including rectangular rapid flashing beacons (RRFB) or pedestrian hybrid beacons (PHB). 

CONSIDERATIONS 
Roadway / Traffic 
Specific sizing and placement of the 
median locations should be 
reviewed at the time of design. 
Traffic pattern changes resulting 
from added medians should be 
included when evaluating changes 
to the signal timing at Central 
Boulevard. Center turn lane should 
be restriped as a two-way left turn 
lane except at Central Boulevard. 

Property Access 
In some cases, circulation in the 
local street grid is required to enter 
and exit businesses. On the east 
side of Bumby Avenue, this can be 
accomplished using Graham 
Avenue. On the west side, 
Glenwood Avenue serves this 
purpose. 

Drainage 
No modifications to drainage 
are proposed. 
 

Utilities 
No utility impacts are anticipated in the 
development of the medians, however, 
this should be confirmed at the time of 
design. 

Public Involvement 
Using the City’s existing public 
communications framework, the 
community should remain informed 
about the project. The property and 
business owners directly fronting 
the project should be consulted 
individually. 

Opinion of Probable Cost: $1,695,000 
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RECOMMENDED IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS 
A number of key actions will be required to advance the recommended projects forward into design 
and construction phases. The following provides a discussion of overall implementation actions: 

Project Coordination  
Bicycle and pedestrian improvement projects in the two districts should be coordinated to the 
maximum extent possible with other projects such as maintenance/resurfacing, utilities, etc. An 
example is coordination of Milk District project #1 with the proposed resurfacing of North Primrose 
Drive. The reconfiguration of the roadway from a four-lane undivided roadway to a three-lane roadway 
with a continuous left-turn lane has been previously studied by the City. The project as developed for 
bicycle and pedestrian mobility maintains the existing curbs and uses ten-foot wide lanes to allow 
space for a southbound bicycle lane to complement the shared use path on the east side of the 
roadway. The three-laning with southbound bicycle lane could be completed during the forthcoming 
roadway resurfacing project on Primrose Drive, even if the adjacent trail is proposed to be completed 
in a future project phase. A temporary option to improve bicycle mobility for northbound cyclists would 
be to provide shared lane markings in the northbound direction. 

Agency Coordination   
Close coordination will be required with several different agencies to move projects forward, including 
the following:  

• FDOT – related to additional traffic engineering/operations study, access management 
changes on state roadways, context classification and design criteria, lighting, and 
jurisdictional transfers. 

o An additional traffic engineering study will be required by FDOT to provide justification 
and feasibility for determination if minimum pedestrian volume thresholds are met to 
establish marked crosswalks at unsignalized or midblock locations on state roadways. 
A study of pedestrian crossing movements, such as along Mills Avenue, should 
consider a wide range of time periods since crossing usage may be highest outside 
of traditional commuter peak periods, e.g., during midday, or evening/late night 
periods due to the nature of the adjacent land uses, including restaurants and bars. If 
marked crosswalks can be justified, additional traffic control for the pedestrian 
crossing movements, including Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFB), 
Pedestrian Hybrid Beacons (PHB), or traffic signals (including the potential for half 
signals) would then need to be evaluated. 

o Access management changes on state roadways may require additional traffic study, 
and will require a public hearing during the design phase.  

o Context classification and target/design speed of state roadways will need to be 
established through coordination with FDOT to determine the appropriate design 
criteria from the FDOT Design Manual (FDM) to be applied for final design on each 
project. Context classification should consider not just the existing land uses and 
urban environment, but proposed future changes. Target speeds of 35 mph or less 
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are most beneficial for the main street environments and best support the proposed 
project elements such as median islands, curb bulbouts, and enhanced landscaping.  

o Lighting should be evaluated on Mills Avenue and Colonial Drive with the goal to 
improve lighting corridor-wide, but particularly at proposed crossing locations. 

o A jurisdictional transfer from FDOT to the City of Orlando is currently proposed on 
South Street. An additional traffic engineering study may be desired to justify the 
feasibility of the reduction to two through lanes on this street, particularly if the project 
is initiated prior to the jurisdictional transfer. However, further study may not be 
necessary since the recommended concept maintains a similar number of lanes at 
each signalized intersection. 

• Central Florida Expressway Authority (CFX) – coordination is needed regarding the proposed 
corner clips on the south side of South Street at Crystal Lake Drive and Bumby Avenue. 

• LYNX – coordination is needed regarding locations of bus stops and potential to use bus bulbs 
rather than bus pullouts, for example on Mills Avenue, as well as the location and proximity of 
proposed crossings to bus stops. 

• Orlando Utilities Commission (OUC) - evaluate the potential to underground electric utilities, 
for example on Mills Avenue, in conjunction with main street improvements to improve corridor 
aesthetics and provide more roadside pedestrian space. 

Stakeholder Coordination  
Ongoing coordination with stakeholders who live, work, or own a business in the districts or the 
adjoining neighborhoods is critical to the successful implementation of recommended district 
improvements. Stakeholders should be involved in refining projects through any additional required 
study/evaluation and design. Engaged stakeholders will more likely take personal and group 
responsibility to serve as champions for these projects as they move towards implementation. 
Proposed changes that would impact access to businesses or residences will require close 
coordination with the affected stakeholders to vet the proposed changes. Outreach should focus on 
the benefits of the proposed changes including safer crossing opportunities, improved sight distance, 
slower vehicle speeds, enhanced landscaping and aesthetics, and fewer vehicular conflicts. Potential 
elements for stakeholder coordination include:  

• Proposed or potential changes to existing on-street parking will need to be closely coordinated 
with adjacent businesses and will need to be balanced between maintaining parking and 
providing sufficient sight distance for vehicles turning onto the main street. Some existing 
parking spaces may be lost, particularly on state roadways, in order to meet the FDOT 
standards regarding parking restrictions for driveways and intersections (FDM Table 212.11.2 
Parking Restrictions for Driveways and Intersections).  

• Ongoing maintenance of landscaping. While there is potential for a new City funding source 
for landscape maintenance, continued coordination with Main Street District leadership may 
be warranted regarding volunteer maintenance or funding participation. 
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Project Phasing 
The three recommended projects in each district may be implemented all at once, or can be 
implemented in phases depending on available resources and funding. An example is the North 
Primrose Drive project, which was discussed in terms of potential phasing under the Project 
Coordination section above. Similarly, the Central Mills Avenue project could potentially move 
forward with just the curb extensions, with the median islands and crossings in a future phase. 
Additional features can also be evaluated and considered for future project expansion; an 
example is the potential to expand the Mills Avenue curb extension concepts to driveways in 
addition to cross streets. 
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